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What is fair
school
funding?

Does Colorado have a finance system
that provides a sufficient level of
funding to ensure equality of
educational opportunity, with
funding distributed to districts within
the state to account for additional
needs generated by student poverty?

U.S. has no national standard for “how much” students need
to be successful.

School
Funding
Level

Each state has its own education goals, content standards,
assessments and accountability regime – States can
determine cost to give all students meaningful opportunity to
achieve its standards
Education cost also varies – mostly driven by cost of qualified
staff, e.g. COL differences between New York and Nebraska

Can adjust per pupil spending for these differences in costs
and see how states spend relative to each other

School
Funding
Distribution

Likewise, there is no standard for how much
more some students cost to educate to state
standards, i.e. students in poverty, with
disabilities, learning English
But can determine whether states are
following a basic principle of funding fairness
– do poor students/districts receive MORE
funding
We categorize districts as Progressive (poor
districts get more funding than wealthy
districts), Regressive (poor districts get less
funding), and Flat (no difference)

Funding
Effort
(What can
Colorado Afford
to Pay to
Educate
Students?)

The effort a state makes towards funding its
schools, combined with the state’s overall
wealth (GDP), determine funding levels
“Effort” is defined as spending on K-12
schools as a percentage of the state’s
economic productivity (GDP, not revenue!)
The interplay between effort and state
wealth affect policy solutions for poorly
funded states, i.e. the need for greater state
and/or federal role

Level

Distribution

Effort

What does a fair funding formula look like?
Student centered – Districts are funded based on enrollment and
needs of the student population (poverty, ELL, special education, etc.)

Cost-driven – Funding levels determined by sound research on the
actual costs of achieving the state’s academic standards

Wealth equalized – The share of local v. state dollars is determined by
district’s ability to pay, i.e. property taxes
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Who Does Colorado Want to Be?
• As states work to modernize their school finance formulas,
they often pick a set of comparison states, or even countries,
to benchmark themselves against
– Arkansas compared against the Southern Regional Education Board
states and Massachusetts
– Maryland looked at successful countries such as Finland and
Singapore along with states like Massachusetts

• When looking at comparisons, both the structure of the
systems and the levels of funding can be examined
3/10/2021
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Why are Structures and
Funding Levels Important?
• The structure of the system implements the distributional aspects
of the system, ensuring that student and district needs are met
within the formula
• Recent research is showing the importance of funding on
educational outcomes including test scores and other outcomes
such as graduation rate

– Recent study by Jackson and Mackevicius (2021) shows $1,000 increase in
funding for four years increases test scores but also increases graduation
rates by 2.1 percentage points and college going rates by 3.9 percentage
points
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States Examining Formula
• Massachusetts and Maryland have recently made adjustments
to formulas redesigned in the 2000s
• California had a major overhaul of its system, enacting the
Local Control Funding Formula
• Nevada is implementing the Pupil Centered Funding Formula,
overhauling a decades old formula
• Utah is examining its weighted pupil formula, likely adding
more targeted funds for economically disadvantaged students
3/10/2021
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Common Themes for Changing Formulas
• Formulas focus on providing similar educational opportunities for all
students
• The formulas are attempting to become more student centric
– States fund districts but include adjustments for various student
characteristics:
•
•
•
•

Special Education
Poverty/Compensatory Education/At-Risk
English Learners
Gifted and Talented

– States may direct a percentage of targeted funding follows students to a
school based on need, this percentage can vary by type of student

• States also adjust for district cost characteristics such as:
– Cost of living/doing business/wage differences
– District size and/or small schools
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Components of a Funding Formula
• There are two parts to a school finance formula
• First, the amount of funding needed to meet the state expectations
is identified for each district
– This includes adjustments for student and district characteristics
– Decisions are made on how/when to count students and the level of
adjustment needed for the different characteristics

• Second, the amount of state and local funding is determined

– This is supported by the state's tax structure/policy goal
– When designing these aspect of the system taxpayer equity and fiscal
neutrality need to be considered
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Colorado Formula vs
Student Centric Formula
• Colorado’s formula only provides one student centric adjustment, at-risk
– This adjustment is based on free-lunch eligible students only

• It was designed to be a proxy for the number of children at-risk of academic failure, not a
one-to-one funding stream per free lunch student

• Other funding for student needs is done through categorical funds,
including:
– Special Education
– Emerging Bilinguals
– Gifted and Talented

• State does adjust for both district size and cost of living differences in the
formula
3/10/2021
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Poverty/Compensatory Education/At-Risk
• Only three states provide no funding for these students
• The average weight currently used in states is around 22%, with the
average adequacy weight at 35%
• States use a mix of single weights, multiple weights, or categorical
funding
– Multiple weight formulas often are based on the concentration of poverty
in a district

• Colorado uses a single weight, 12%, for districts below statewide
average concentration and a concentration factor for those above
• Most states use free and reduced-price lunch eligibility while
Colorado uses only free lunch
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Special Education
• All states provide some funding for special education, though a
few only provide targeted additional funding for high-cost
students
• The average weight currently used in states is around 90%,
with the average adequacy weight at 110%
• States use a wide variety of approaches; key decisions include:
– Differentiated funding for varying needs or single level of funding
– Actual student count or census funding
– Weighted or categorical funding
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Special Education Funding
• Colorado uses categorical funding and provides a single amount for
all special education students, with additional dollars for higher
cost students

– Tier A: $1,250
– Tier B: $2,629, though targeted Tier B is $6,000 per student. State does not
have enough allocated to pay full amount
– Average funding per student is $1,833 or 26% effective weight

• CDE estimates 10% of funding comes from federal, 20% from state,
and 70% out of district general fund
– https://www.cde.state.co.us/cdechart/guidebook/sped/funding
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Emerging Bilinguals
• All but two states provide funding for emerging bilinguals
• National average weight is .44 and adequacy average is .49
• States use a mix of single weight, multiple weights, and categorical
funding
• Colorado uses categorical funding, limiting the amount of time a
student can be funded
• In 2019-20, the ELPA program was funded at $309 per student,
with an additional $362 per student for professional development
and student support
– The effective weight was 9%
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District Characteristic Adjustments
• A number of states, often western states, adjust for district
size, school size, and/or remoteness

– It costs more on a per pupil basis to provide the same educational
opportunity in a smaller district
– Costs are also higher in small/remote school settings

• Some states also take into account the differences districts face
regarding resource pricing
– This can include cost of living differences, cost of doing business
differences, and/or wage differences
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Equitable Funding
• Once the student and district characteristics have been adjusted for, the
system must determine the state and local split
• Taxpayer equity ensures that each taxpayer in the state can expect a similar
educational experience for their local students at for a similar tax effort
– In many states this is done by using an equalization formula where each
community is expected to levy the same mill rate to participate in the state
funding formula

• Wealthier districts provide a higher share of funding than poorer districts, with wealth
generally measured by assessed value per pupil

• Colorado had a strong equalization formula when the 1994 Act was first
passed, the impacts of TABOR and Gallagher have dramatically weakened
the equity of the system
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Equitable Funding

• In many states, local districts raise additional funds above the
state’s formula and/or for capital projects
• A strong school finance system provides state support to keep the
fiscal neutrality of the system

– The state can either fully or partially (power) equalize these additional
local levies
– Without state support, systems risk becoming unequitable with the wealth
of a community becoming a strong predictor of the resources available to
students

• Colorado does not provide support for additional mills or capital
funding
3/10/2021
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Questions?
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